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Designers Saturday Oslo
8-10 September 2017

Luceplan features Daniel Rybakken with his latest product Amisol, on the
occasion of Designers Saturday Oslo.
Luceplan pays tribute in Oslo to one of the world’s most acclaimed light
designers of the moment who is collaborating with the brand since many
years, giving birth to iconic pieces such as Counterbalance, and Ascent,
both winners of Compasso d’Oro Award in 2014 and 2016.
“Daniel has amazed us from the outset with his talent, and we are truly
satisfied with this collaboration. His work for Luceplan is rigorous and engaging
at the same time, essential but capable of interpreting the most advanced
technology in a poetic way” says Patrizia Vicenzi Business Leader Luceplan.
Daniel designs light, shapes visions, stimulates interaction. He takes into account not just form and
function but light and dark, graphics and mechanics, positive and negative space.
Behind his creations there are intense, vibrant inspirations, the result of an effective fusion of intentions
and visions between the company and this outstanding designer on the international scene.
A striking proposal capable of astonishing with the charm of its brilliant intuition that becomes concrete
materialization. The idea is transformed into something that can be shared and used by all, thanks to the
fundamental contribution of technology.
It is the case of Amisol, an evocative lighting solution that made its world premiere at Euroluce 2017.
Halfway between design and art, Amisol has a decorative character that conceals surprising technological
complexity. A pendant light that occupies a large physical space with a minimal volume, for easy orientation
in space. The lamp features a translucent white film or metallized mirror membrane stretched inside a
circular aluminum profile. Like a solar sail, a light source connected to the disk with thin rods, projects
a beam of light onto it. By altering the length and the connecting points of the two supporting wires, the
rotation of the disk can be set in any angle. Blending technological innovation with impeccable aesthetic
refinement, Amisol perfectly embodies the spirit of Luceplan.
The latest novelty by Rybakken is presented at the Luceplan showroom in Oslo together with many
products from the official catalogue and the most recent introductions, among which the iconic Mesh
chandelier by Francisco Gomez Paz, the acoustic lamp for the workplace Diade by Monica Armani and the
company’s icon Costanza in an elegant new brass color finish, which works perfectly with today’s tastes in
interior design.
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